
Case Study:

Authomatic container codes 
Recognition (ACCR) and 
License Plates Recognition 
(LPR)



Who is Malta Freeport?

Established in 1988 it was the first transhipment
hub in Mediterranean region, it has experienced a 

remarkable growth over the years and currently 
ranks twelfth among the top european ports and is 

the third largest transhipment and logistic center in 
the mediterranean region.  



 In port Access there are 4 lanes, 2 
of them for entries and the other
two for vehicles exit. 

 The Access process was made
manually by operators.

 Customer needs to know
authomatically every truck leaving
Freeport, whether or not carrying
container, and also needs to know
asociated container code to a 
license plate of every truck
tractor.  



Our technical proposal

 We installed in entries a system for Reading rear license plates 
of every vehicle a accesing to Malta Freeport facilities. In 
every exit lane we installed three IP cameras for reading 
container codes (Upper & rear, left side & right side) and also 
a LPR camera for rear plates

 We detected vehicle presence through inductive loops or an 
ultrasonic sensor and we use a height sensor to detect if this 
vehicle has a container or not. 

 All records are saved by our software in two rackmonted
servers placed in a control room and by TCP/IP protocol are 
integrated in Malta Freeport management system.

 We developed a customiced web application to see all records 
in database, it allows to see every captured picture and 
associated video that every entering vehicle generates.



Kineo ACCR 

 We installed our own 

developed web 

application to manage 

all records in database, 

it allows to see every 

captured picture and 

associated video that 

vehicles generates in 

Data Base.

 We also have an open 

and flexible system 

integrated in Malta 

Freeport third part 

management platforms. 
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